HANDBOOK VIVO.19

Bumblebees
Bumblebee is nature's wonder: by all the laws of physics shouldn't fly
Intelligent and efficiant with important role in nature, like pollinators for tomato
Wing area warms up to 15 degrees hotter than the back, they can fly up to 25km/h,
can hover in place and fly backwards
Worker who finds new pasture returns to the nest and enthusiastically runs around,
buzzing with wings and letting out the scent of flowers, but doesn't tell where to go
Non-invasive animals, they rarely sting
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About VIVO.19 and this Hanbook
In short, VIVO.19 includes two steps. In the first (trening course), youth
leaders and mentors will overcome and at the same time bring together
diverse practices and develop the basic of a common Handbook for youth.
Than in the second step, the participants of the Youth Exchange will
discuss the same topics in an appropriate and creative way.
Project goals:
• dealing with contents that is the most important to participants,
sometimes urgent areas in regular work with young people or peers,
• gather all the topics addressed - the chapters into a uniform format, in
a simple, 'well-readable' Handbook with examples of good practice
• supplementing and the collected contents with stories, notes,
experiences and feelings of young people on YE
• design a didactic game, related to the events, processes and messages
of the project, and a short film as a summary of preparations, both activities
and the dissemination of results.
Expected effects:
• a change in the skills and competences of participants in both activities and an impact on their
daily lives, work with young people and involvement in the local environment,
• access to simple answers, recommendations ... how to act in frequent "youth" situations as mentor,
educator, leader, young peer,
• changes in the quality of work with young people and proposals for new programs in environments
where all project partners work.
In the Hanbook now follows 13 chapters addressing different topics. In each one, there are guathered
theoretical and practical inputs from the TC and brief summary of different workshops from YE. There
are also some personal wiev’s of the happening in both
activities.

VIVO.19 training course
Podcerkev, Stari trg pri Ložu, hostel Ars viva, 1. 5. - 6. 5. 2019
Each partner represent an experienced, long-term mentor or youth leader, a leader of the organization
(may be an official) and one younger, diligent member of the youth sector, all from the participating
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organization or with it very closely related to the past work. Austria, Croatia and Slovenia represent
three, Italy two participants. When the TC actually begun, we unfortunately stayed without Italian
group as they encountered some difiiculties within the organisation.
Diary
Wednesday, 1. 5. 2019; Zvonko
Ten youth leaders from Austrian state Karinthia, Slovenian region Ljubljana and Croatian Varaždin County, many
of us officials in our Volunteer Fire Brigades, met in ARS Viva youth hostel in Podcerkev, near Stari Trg Pri Ložu
to exchange our experiences, knowledge and ideas about work with young people. During different workshops,
we discovered the details of the training course, starting to knew each other and noticed first similarities and
differences between the three firefighting organization systems. After dinner, Benjamin Žnidaršič took us
through his impressive gallery.
Members of teams are:
- Slovenia: Marija, Saša,
Tristan, Marko
- Austria: Claudia, Bernhard,
Miguel
- Croatia: Tihana, Filip,
Zvonko
Unforunately, we are
missing the Italian team.
It was quite interesting
holiday afternoon and
good start for collecting
new experience with
colleagues from three
neighboring countries.

Thursday, 2. 5. 2019; Bernhard
First of all Marko started with
“Education mentoring”, where he lead
us through discussion about the
upbringing in firebrigade youthgroup.
It was a very impressing start into the
morning. Then it was Saša’s time: “How
to responsible learn” – we have learned
from her experience. In addition,
Tristan, Marija, Zvonko and Filip had
their very interesting topics – Media,
Situations:
coflicts-young-leaderstrainers, Critical thinking. Then
Austrian team held their topic “creative
ideas: year-round workshops for young
people”. Claudia, Miguel and me
showed some practical examples for
working with youth-people in fire
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station. After all this workshops, we had an interesting debate with Beno Znidaršič about his life. Than we left
to Croatia – Prezid fire station. It was a very interesting view of the old and the new fire station in the very north
of Croatia. By having dinner in the new fire station, we talked a lot about experiences with defensing fires and
other disasters. I wondered about the different organization in the fire brigades of the different countries (I will
explain the differences at other time in detail ;-). Of course, we had some kind of sit together afterwards in
the accommodation and let the day fade away…
Friday, 3. 5. 2019, Tristan
Our day started in the underground.
We went into Križna cave (Križna
(cross) because of Križna hill above). It
is also the graveyard for big extincted
cave bears (Ursus spelaeus). In the
cave, we had a romantic tour in dark on
the first lake. It was exiting to walk on
a path of extincted animals and to be
guest in natural pearl like this.
After the tour, we got some insight into
the work of our touristic guide. Their
tour really starts a half hour before to
prepare batteries, boots and to clean
and prepare surroundings. They guide
different groups several times a day.
After every tour, they must clean and
dry all the boots, go to village to replace them and recharge batteries. When they do not guide, they must care
for cave that stays clean and safe but most important natural, because it offer shelter for wild animals.
At eleven o’clock we scheduled at the radio station Ognjišče. It is the most important national radio station with
catholic contents. We were pleasantly accepted by Nataša Ličen and we are thankful for her time that she
dedicated to us. Nataša showed us around the radio station and made an interview with Saša and Zvonko about
VIVO.19. For the end, Nataša made a live report about our visit on the radio. I believe radio reporters are doing
a beautiful job - they stay by the side to every audience and they can make our
day, every day.
Afterwards we visited two fire stations and we were shocked. Same state,
same work and a lot of differences. In PGD Zadobrova we saw a big fire
station with tradition from 1923. On the other side, we met the commander
of PGD Spodnja Šiška that exists from 1888. They have some serious problems
with their small place, inappropriate building and denationalization and
building activity in the surrounding area. In spite the bven the big differences
we could feel in both cases, that the size of the station does not mean
everything, it is only one piece of the organization puzzle. The biggest piece
are humans, their passion to work with youth and to help other citizens in
emergencies. In order to succeed you must be in your passion with all your
hearts. In the Europe house we than made one quick workshop on creative
new ideas. We also had a tour at interactive guide center about Europe,
European countries and people with their experiences and stories.
We end our socializing in Ljubljana with dinner at the special restaurant Druga
violina (Second violin) where work also handicapped. It was nice experience
to see those people in a other light. Even in big orchestra, there must be a
second violin. Unfortunately, it’s not always obvious that it contributes to the harmonious music.
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Saturday, 4. 5. 2019; Saša
Yesterday’s impressive day had an effect
to today’s morning. Tihana prepared
some thoughts about volunteers and we
couldn’t
go
around
yesterday’s
examples. We connected the must but
not always achieved – volunteers and
management.
Austrians workshop about bonding with
the nature was a real treat but it was
quite hard for the group to get into it.
Before the big two pizzas we got back to
the hard task of the VIVO & me volume
and tried to connect the competences
and creativity. In addition, the
preparation of the Handbook is giving us
a hard time.
Afternoon’s workshop about good
training and a team becoming a real
team comforted me and I started to believe in our team again. The wind really changed and the rest of the day
with Alenka at Babno Polje connected us and we were then efficient in the last workshop of the day – preparing
the VIVO.19 memory game. We were also very happy to welcome our cook Marjeta and after dinner played
some interesting and funny social games.
Sunday, 5. 5. 2019; Tihana
The rain could not spoil the excitement of the Holy
Mass we attended with the firefighters of the Loška
Dolina community in honor of our patron saint
Florian that was held in the church of St. George in
Stari Trg in Lož.
In the afternoon, we had the ceremony of planting
the tree of this project - we together planted an
Austrian tree with a Croatian showel into Slovenian
soil and put along in small bottle good thoughts of
the participants. The tree symbolizes life, fertility,
progress and peace and it will grow with the growth
of our team. Many thanks to our host Beno, the
mayor of Loška dolina, the firefighters of this region
and the women’s choir Kr’snice who were with us and
made this event even greater. Another nice surprise
was vaiting for us – we met US scientist James P.
Phillips, who is conducting a study of bears in Alaska.
We heard great stories about the bears. The day
ended with a delicious dinner prepared by Mary and
Erika.
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Monday, 6. 5. 2019; Marija
Monday brought the last work and farewell.
We made an overview of the past days
activities and Saša repeated the written down
duties by themes, which are awaiting for us to
finish at home. We will create a Handbook
with examples of good practice and enrich it
with photos and personal experiences.
Short questionnaire, cleaning the kitchen,
thinking about finishing training and saluting
Beno… We exchanged casual gifts, thanking
each other for the exchange of experiences
and traveling each one at his own place.
Only after a few days we will arrange thoughts,
experiences, personal stories, the most curious or instructive moments. We will remember the thoughts of our
guests and in what surroundings our life surprises us. I am grateful for the new experience of international
cooperation in creating new learning paths.

VIVO.19 youth exchange
The plan was that the YE would be located in Koseze, the seat of the leading partner (tents in the garden,
use of existing with additional infrastructure) from 21. to 27. 7. 2019, total 44 participants. The young of
all partners are volunteer firefighters. They participate in sports activities, volunteerism and are involved
in youth work in the organization such as youth leadership and education. Here we encountered even
some bigger difficulties than before. The project was left without Austrian participants and the building
in Koseze was not at the time hospital to host a group of people. When calculating all the premises we
agreed to rent a cottage and perform the majority of the workshops there.
Everything tourned out well and we profited of the local surrounding as well as in Nazarje and in Koseze.
We were than 26 all together.
Diary
Sunday, 21. 7. 2019; Jana and Marlena
We enjoyed traveling to Mozirska koča very much
because of the beautiful nature and the kind
people.
Right after arriving, we settled in the rooms and
started to get to know each other. We played a
couple of fun games for the start and continued
later in the evening. Therefore, we had the
opportunity to get to know more closely with the
other participants and to learn something about
everyone. We like it very much here and we are
looking forward to the upcoming days.
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Monday, 22. 7. 2019; Zarika and Alina
Monday was the first morning we woke up in
Mozirska cottage. Our breakfast started at 7am
and we continued with different energizers at
8:15. At first, we were divided in groups, to make
up a riddle connected to the youth exchange
VIVO.19. After that, we were planning the
workshop that our nation is going to present in
next days, but Croatia already had their today. In
this workshop named Management and working
with young people, we were searching and
exchanging the ideas how to motivate and lead
the youth. At 1pm, we had lunch and some rest
time, to gain new energy. For the warm up, we
had to pick a photo that describe us as a mentor
and explain the story behind. Workshop that
followed, was Italian critical thinking where we
put ourself in the position for example in the
position of the authority, citizens, migrants and
volunteer firefighters trying to find solutions
regarding uncontrolled flows of migrants through
their country. Before dinner that was by the way
delicious (mushroom soup, buckwheat and
pancakes) we completed a short game, where we
needed to agree or disagree with given statement
and argument it. After dinner, Croatian group surprised us, after their national evening, with national sausages
that we baked on the campfire and sang songs by the sounds of an acoustic
guitar. I think that we could not make a day in the mountains more educating
that it was today.
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Tuesday, 23. 7. 2019, Lea and Valentina
We started our day with visiting the underground rows in Kranj. Many participants were thrilled and excited to
see all the structures which was build in
the time of Second World War. Our next
destination was the professional fire
brigade in Kranj. A few firefighters showed
us their fire station and told us about their
work.
After sightseeing, we went for a lunch in
Ljubljana in a small menza called Klopčič.
In the afternoon, we visited the House of
EU, where we discovered interesting facts
and information about the European
Union. We also had two workshops. In the
first one, we discussed about conflicts and
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in the second one, we talked about leadership.
The evening was relaxed and pleasant. We had a dinner in a lovely restaurant Druga violina and after that,
some free time to explore Ljubljana city center.

Wednesday, 24. 7. 2019; Jelena and Ana
In the morning, we went to a mountain by a sky lift. It was great and exciting. On the mountain, Croatian team
had a workshop. We were presenting different ways of learning through four games and one energizer. After
that, Slovenian team had three games. After lunch, we had the second part of a Croatian workshop and it
included Maths and Physics. The Slovenian team also had the second part of their workshop and the best was
the treasure hunt. After dinner, Slovenian team had their national
evening. They made a quiz about Slovenia and the winner got Milka
chocolate. Italian team also made a ham in a bread and it was delicious.
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Thursday, 25. 7. 2019; Jernej and Rok
Today in the morning, we went to Nazarje where we visited the
Vrbovec museum of forestry and timber. Our guide told us many
interesting things about the nature and forests in Slovenija.
After that we had water games near the museum where flows
the river Savinja. The Slovenian team who organized the games
made four groups. Each group had four members and we were
challenged in different disciplines. We had a lot of fun and great
time. Than we had some free time to swim and relax in the river.
It was funny too!
We had lunch in a restaurant in Nazarje and in the afternoon,
we went to a hunting cottage. There we talked with experienced
hunter and firefighter. Later we had also the Čmrlj game - a quiz
where we, as a group, had to solve many puzzles. It was a little
bit difficult, but with teamwork, we solved it. The last activity of
the day was a surprise. We went to a place where a pilot was
waiting for us with his small plane. Only one person had the
opportunity to fly with the plane and it was Lea. She deserved
it. When the
plane
landed, we
came back to
our cottage. After dinner, we had great time all together.
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Friday, 26. 7. 2019; Nikola, Mario and Lovro
On Friday morning we splitted in two groups and visited the
hunters centre and a sports centre ŠD Strahovica near Šinkov
Turn. Nikola and Lovro were in the sports group and Mario
went to the hunters. We watched mentors working with
children. They were also splitted into groups and played
football, some went to a nearby hill and some of them
practised bocce game. With their mentor Aleš Borčnik, we
were talking about sports, how is to be five times world
champion in bocce game and tried to throw some bocce balls.
It was funny, but it is not as easy as it seems. In meantime,
the other group helped the hunters to tidy up the house and
yard. After that, we had some refreshment in the hunter’s
house. Later we went to a fire station in Šinkov Turn (Koseze)
and had a small workshop in groups. Than we visited a person
who was a commander in firefighter station and he talked
about his station and life. We can learn from his past. After
lunch, we returned to fire station and separated into groups.
Every group got a task to do - cleaning, preparing desks and
benches, games for visitors, lottery and other stuff. Picnic started at 7pm and everybody got some job to do.
Nikola and Mario were waiters with some girls and Lovro was a bartender. We had a lot of fun serving our guests.
There were games and people could get some prizes. Lea was the luckiest in lottery and she won a cake. After
the picnic was over, we cleaned up and had a small celebration. After all that, we sayed goodbye to some of our
friends and then we returned to Mozirska Koča. For us that day was one of the best because we had a lot of fun
with friends, met some new people and gained some new experiences.
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Saturday, 26. 7. 2019; Marija
The last morning we cleaned up the common space, arranged envelopes, where we put together positive
thoughts about each other and shared them among us.
We went to the ‘zip line’, where the prize winners tried the adrenaline drive. The Italian leader honored us with
a special gift that we tasted when we drank a cup of coffee in the valley.
Goodbye was filled with the idea that we will meet soon at a similar event.
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Education – Mentoring – Upbringing
Marko’s input in TC
Upbringing, mentoring and education is very important in life and also for firefighters.
Mentoring can improve academic performance, school attendance, graduation rates, and attitudes.
However, the power of a mentor runs deeper than numbers may indicate. Messages of empowerment —
“I believe in you,” “you’re worthy of this opportunity,” “I think you have what it takes,” “it’s okay to try
and fail,” — help recognize and unleash someone’s potential, which can
change the trajectory of a life.
Good mentor is someone who:
Helps other to realize their potential. We all have unique talents and gifts.
Activating the potential in someone by celebrating their talents empowers
them to improve their own life, achieve their goals, and help others.
Changes someone’s life. An intentional relationship has the power to alter
a person’s life – particularly youth – for the better. You may be the only
stable, positive impact in a youth’s life. The ripple effect is tremendous.
Tries to become a better leader. Investing in the life of someone else
challenges your perspective, sharpens your interpersonal skills, and
exposes you to different decision-making approaches. Mentoring gives
you the opportunity to learn by doing.
Gives back to his community. The most
impactful way to improve your community is
to spend time investing in it. Mentoring youth
in your community is a powerful way to invest
in the next generation.
Learns more about himself. Meaningful
relationships are a two-way street. Learn more
about your strengths, weaknesses, knowledge,
experience, and beliefs by sharing them with
someone else.
Increased self-esteem, well-being, fulfillment,
and accomplishment are common positive
outcomes for mentors.
I will end with 2 quotes:
“A mentor is someone who sees more talent and ability within you, than you see in yourself, and helps
bring it out of you.” — Bob Proctor
“Tell me and I forget. Teach me and I may remember. Involve me and I learn.” - Benjamin Franklin
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YE practice – visiting two local firefighters Jože and Franc:
Erika: The point of visiting Franc was to get some
experienced mentor to talk us about his work,
challenges and errors as mentor. The best thing was his
relaxed way to communicate with us, because I’m not
used that from older mentors. The topic gave me some
guidance for my work with youth in my association.
Overall it gave me knowledge for handling in difficult
situations.
Ivan: The point was to get to know mentoring from
practice of an elder firefighter. The best thing was that
they didn't have mentor in their senior firefighting team
so they scouted their opponents in order to improve
their time. This topic can help me in motivating my team.

Ivan's input in the YE – workshop Education:
For the introduction, we have presented what
education is, and we said some basic things about it
in Croatia. We have presented three basic types of
learning - formal learning, informal learning and
nonformal learning. After a discussion, we have
concluded that VIVO.19 belongs to the nonformal
type of learning. Before the games, we organized an
energizer where was important to be concentrated.
Next step were four games which are connecting
education/learning and communication. Participants
were staying in a line, and they were transferring
information/knowledge from the beginning to the end of
the line. At the end of every game, we were comparing initial and final information. Our conclusion was
that information is changing after every exchange of knowledge.
The second part of the workshop was refreshing the knowledge of all the participants through a lesson
of mathematics and Physics. We have solved some problems with a volume of different geometric bodies
and calculated volume and mass of the water in hoses. The final task was to calculate the time that is
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necessary to fill up a tank that was an unusual shape. Our aim was to
get a sense of how heavy could the hoses be when they are filled up
with water and how much time is needed to fill up the tank with water.
YE practice – workshop Education:
Doris: The point of that topic was that we can educated something in
different ways and have fun doing it. The best part during this topic was
when we had different games because we had fun and it was interesting to
all of us. That topic can help us with others because we can all educate on a
funny way.
Lea: The point of this workshop
was to discover new ways of
learning, how we can learn
new things through games and
funny activities. We also discovered some games to practice
communication skills.
The best thing in the workshop for me was to adopt new skills and
simple ways, how to learn things on an easy way and have also fun
by learning. The knowledge I got from this workshop will help me
working better with kids in my firefighter department, especially
by how to motivate them to gain new knowledge and memorize it.

Group management and mentoring
Marija’s input in TC
The word ‘manager’ comes from the year
1500 and was created in Venice. It comes
from the word "mano", which means palm.
Manager therefore manages people, directs
them and leads them in the right direction.
It is competence, art, practical skill, which
is partly innate, and partly can be learned.
Mom of Miguel is a MANAGER in a mini
cleaning service. Good and efficient work
requires excellent organization of work
and people. Cleaning surfaces and cleaners
that they use require great knowledge of the
materials. For good financial efficiency, she seeks optimal solutions with new materials and cleaning
techniques, which involves innovation and monitoring of novelty. In contact with people, other
departments and services, she needs appropriate and sometimes assertive communication.
Manager leads / coordinates the processes of purchasing, organizing, development; cooperating,
coordinating with colleagues ... it is necessary to constantly monitor all processes.
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* Assertive: psych.: which strongly represented themselves, their interests and
at the same time respects the other: it is a term that means confidence in one's
own abilities, self-respect and effective communication. With an assertive
approach I can:
- respectfully express opposition, when I disagree with something;
- operate with a clear purpose (goal);
- be part of the solution, not a problem.
YE practice – workshop Management
Doris: The point of that topic was introducing what is managment and who is
manager and how can we connect management with youth. The best part of
that topic was when we were separated in four groups where we anwsered
some questions. With discussion and our opinions, we came to preety good
answers but also we saw how others think. That topic can help me with others
because we can use our knoweledge that we learn about management and
things that are good for young people.

YE practice – visiting Museum Nazarje
Lovro: Point of topic was to learn about woods in Slovenia and how they handled it back in the days – the cutting,
the transport, the processing, the selling... Best thing for me was to learn something new about Slovenia. I
learned something about woods in Slovenia.
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YE practice – PICNIC preparation
Jože: Last evening we organized a picnic to connect and
celebrate with local people. In the morning, we had one
more workshop on personal experiences about us as
mentors. Than we visited two local societies and two local
firefighters. Than the real work started - we had to
prepare for the picnic. The fire home was quite a mess so
we needed a good manager that divided the tasks. Saša
succeeded quite well as we finished in two hours and the
fire home was shining. Slowly other local people started
to arrive – the risotto cook, the lamb bakers, the DJ
and then all the guests… So also Maria’s management
came to expression strongly as everything happened
smoothly. The best thing for me was the risotto with
deer, it was delicious. Picnic is the best idea to reach
out to local people and make new connections.
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Situations: conflicts-young-leaders-trainers
Marija’s input in TC

Examples of conflict situations and solutions:
1. Situation: YOUTH EDUCATION – NOT ACCEPTED
The fire brigade youth education in Carinthia is equal the basic education of the active fire fighters. But
it was not accepted by the actives during the first years.
SOLUTION:
We got them into the boot. To increase the acceptance, we brought the active instructors into the
examination team of the youth fire brigades. Currently, a youth evaluator and an active instructor always
check the knowledge of the youth fire fighters together. So they see that they have the same level as the
active fire fighters and accept the training and the knowledge of the youth fire fighters.
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2. Situation: YOUTH COMPETITION beside ACTIVE COMPETITION
In Carinthia the competitions of youth and active people took place on the same day. There were always
discussions and problems and there were no possibility that the youth fire fighters designed the day itself.
For example: At the presentation ceremony, the youngsters always had to wait for the actives. Apart from
other serious problems, they did not receive the necessary appreciation.
SOLUTION:
It was tried to readjust the competitions. Which brought no improvements. After many discussions, they
decided to make a competition weekend. And so the national championship of the Carinthian fire
brigades are delivered on two days, and everyone has the opportunity to style the day itself.
3. Situation: RELATIONS BETWEEN PROFESSIONAL AND VOLUNTEER PUPILS
- professionals think they know far more than volunteers (undercutting)
- all professionals are employed and training of goodwill is carried out by them, which places volunteers
at a "lower rank" of the fire brigade, so in most cases the volunteers of more demanding intercessions are
left to professionals
- example: technical intervention in traffic (dangerous goods); Professionals are much more trained and
have more equipment than volunteers for such a situation
SOLUTION:
Training of volunteers and professionals should be carried out by an independent body, ie neutral, in
order to know each other at the same level.
4. Situation: RIVALRY BETWEEN STRONGER AND MARGINAL ORGANIZATIONS
- The same story as with the above topic: a stronger team / organization does not want to help the weaker
team, the repercussion of the competition between the teams (who is better, who knows more, who has
more money)
- There should be a healthy fight for a better place in the competition, but it should not go beyond
mocking.
SOLUTION:
Example: organization of public exercises
- a unit that is better equipped is always in
the place where citizens can see them,
while the “weaker” teams perform their
part of the task in the background. It is
necessary to give more exercise and
opportunity to smaller units to feel the
same importantance though they do not
possess so much equipment and squills.
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Learning by playing: feelings - an obstacle or...
Claudia’s input in TC
Throughout in our lives we need other people that
rejoice with us, rub against each other, and work
shoulder to shoulder on common goals. That
means: Without others it‘s just not possible. We
need to take a position, understand other positions
and look for solutions that are fruitful for all. With
empathy, this succeeds. The easier we get along
with others, the better the community carries us
through life.
Empathy and compassion are the basis of
considerate social interaction and will become the
most important currency of all in the future.
Empathy - is the ability to empathize with the experiences
and emotions of others. People need such empathy to
understand each other and to get close. Therefore, it is
important that children learn to be empathetic, that they
develop an idea of what is going on in other people. Before a
person develop this ability, he/she must first be able to
perceive himself/herself and understand what is going on
within himself/herself. The more one understands oneself the
deeper the understanding of others is.
In the course of empathy, one also speaks of social
competence, which is defined between 6 to 12 years and is so
an important phase of life. Especially we in the youth work
that are working with this age group that is why this topic is
so important for us,
because in this time
these important values
are set.
Social development shows
that the focus is increasing on the realization of individual goals
and not on the well-being of others. However, especially the
volunteer firefighters live from the togetherness and the
companionship, which ultimately requires social skills. For this
reason, we cannot look the other way, but we must also deal with
this topic. With constant training, we can develop the skills of our
members.
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YE practice – visiting Kranj tunnels
Zarika: The point of this event was for us to see all of the tunnels that they built and to see where the population
was hiding or just looking for shelter when the bombing of the city began. The point was for us to gently feel
what they felt back than (in the room where we sat down and listened to the sirens and felt a bit of shaking) and
to help us understand their situation back than. The best thing for me in this event was when the man that was
telling us about the tunnels escorted us to a small room where we sat down on these small wooden benches. A
few moments later we heard a noisy siren which gave them/us the sign that they/we only have 60seconds before
the bombing began. After 60seconds we felt gently shaking beneath out feet and heard
sounds that represented bombs hitting the ground.
This went on for about 2minutes and after that we
again heard sirens which were the sound that the
bombing is over and that they/we are safe. This will
and is helping me understand the feeling that they
had mid war. And it will help me educate other
people around me about the situation. At the event
we got to know a few other

things about Kranj, people living there and
about the history of the city, which will only help
me teach or just to tell other people around me
about the situation.
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Critical thinking
Zvonko’s input in TC
Critical thinking is not skill it is an ability.
Man does not arise with it man acquires it.
Critical thinking is the ability of a person
to think clear and rational. The goal of
critical thinking is to achieve the best
possible result in every situation.
Nowadays we are bombarded with
numerous information. We need to be able
to distinguish good from bad information
such as, for example, fake news which are
intended to manipulate people. Critical
thinking requires a clear assessment of their
potential influence on the decisions you will make.
Critical thinking process includes observation, senseing, thinking, conclusion, knowledge, imagining,
experimentation, consultation, identification and analysis of problems, judgment, decision making etc.
There are many benefits of critical thinking. People who think criticaly will identify, analyze and solve
problems and challenges systematically rather than instinctivly. People with a developed critical mindset
will not reject other ideas or their own which on the first sight are unsafe. People who are able to think
critically through life get more experiences, knowledge and perceptions.
YE practice – workshop Critical thinking – migrants in Italy
Alina: The purpose of this workshop was to stimulate our critical thinkig about the problem that Italians are
facing every day - the migrants. We put ourselfs in all the perspectives of the problem that really gave us thinking
– we imagined being imigrant, police, citizen,
local autharity. What I liked the most was
their idea so we could finally discused that
tabu theme (in Slovenia I found it harder to
discuss) and not fall into argument. This
worksop showed me in how different way
other think, how important is to respect that
and how wonderful compromises can be
achived together. All of these things I will
definetly use in may every day life.
Melanie: The point of this topic was to show
us problems with imigrants and what can we
do about it.
The best thing was when we were on groups
so we talked about the problem with
imigrants, because we have to imagine ourselves
like imigrants or president so we have different perpectives on this problem but in the end all groups come to
similar conclusion. That topic can help me with others if we found ourselves in some problem so we know how
to react and what we need to do.
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Volunteering
Tihana’s input in TC
Volunteering is a non-profit and unpaid activity where individuals alone or within a group contribute to
the well-being of their community or the society in general.
Volunteering occurs in various
forms: from traditional practice of
self-help to organized community
action
in
crisis
situations.
Volunteering includes attempts to
combat poverty and help prevent
and stop conflicts.
Through volunteering, the society
as a unity grows and is enriched.
Volunteers are the helpers, but also
the initiators and carriers of
positive change, also builders of
responsible, active and humane
communities.
VOLUNTEERING TYPES:
Long-term volunteering is what the volunteer performs regularly and continuously on a weekly basis
for a period of at least three months without interruption.
Short-term volunteering is what a volunteer performs one-time or periodically over a limited period of
time.
Volunteering in crises is the volunteering that a volunteer carries out in emergencies.
Essential volunteering features/characteristics are:
• Volunteering - you do it without any compulsion, with good will,
• Unpaid - you do not work to earn the money, but free,
• Solidarity - you work out of compassion to other people, from the desire to help someone.
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YE practice – visiting hunters in Nazarje and in Selo
Zarika: The point of the visit of hunters in Nazarje was
that they show us what is their job, what kind of problems
do they have to overcome on daily basis and what do they
do for people living near them – all on volunteer basics
like us. The best thing for me in that hour was the
beginning where they shortly told us what hunting is
really about. They answered all of our questions and
explained the jobs they have to do every day. This event
can and maybe will help me explain others the
importance of hunters and why it is necessary to have
them. It will help me teach the kids or adults of why and
how hunters help us every day.
Tina: The point of visiting hunters in Selo was that we learn
something new about hunting and help them with work around their
hunting lodge. The best thing was that we worked with local people and
help them with work around their house. That was the best because we
did something good for local community. This can help me with my work
with children in our organization and community. Visiting the hunters
showed us how we could connect children in our organization to local
community on different ways.

YE practice – PICNIC
Lea: The most important thing of the picnic was to get to know the local
community and establish communication with the locals. It was
interesting to meet people from different societies, for example
hunters, members of sports society and many others. It was nice to have
conversations about their work and involvement in their hometown.
Through conversations with local people I have learned how important is
voluntary work and engaging in such societies. This will help me encourage my local community to participate in
voluntary organizations.
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Youth & sport: preparation for competitions
Claudia, Bernhard and Miguel’s input in TC
Firefighter’s youth competitions are more than just sport and
success depends on many parameters. How good a team is,
depends also from the coach. He does not have to be a
psychologist. But he must have a lot of self-awareness and he must
be at peace with himself. In addition to background knowledge of
technology, tactics and fitness, there are four points that make a
good coach a successful coach. Social competence, knowledge,
passion and a goal that the young people develop their personally.
That does not mean the victory is the focus – the teenager is!
Of course, training with teens is not always easy. There are some
challenges for a coach such as puberty, clinging parents, increased
risk behavior among teenagers and much more. However, sports
and youth work can remedy many of the problems and escort
positively the children over this difficult period of life.
Nevertheless, the great benefit of the youth firefighter
competitions is teamwork. Here the group has to live through several
phases together. After the Forming-phase in which the participants slowly get to know each other,
follows the Storming-phase with different opinions and strong feelings. When this part is over,
the Norming-phase comes with the “us-feeling” and everyone finds his position in the team to get the
common goal in the Performing-phase. Teamwork does not mean to work on the weaknesses, but puts
everyone's strengths in the right position.
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YE practice – water games
Alina: The part of Slovenian and Croatian team made the
workshop Water games that were performed in front of
Wood Museum in Nazarje. The purpose of this worksop
was to connect participant, to stimulate team work and
to think outside the box. Participants were devided in
four groups of four to five people. Through the
workshop we completed 8 exercises with water, car
sponges, ropes and stoppers. In all of them participants
needed to make a strategy, communicate with each
other and accept the misteks that other mambers did.
As an organisator I felt fullfield because we manage to
complete the workshop exactly as we planned.
The thing I would like to change for the next time is to
include all the participants of the youth exchange,
because this time some of them step aside due to
tiredness.
Luka: The point is that we learn through fun how to participate in teamwork. The best thing were the water
games when we refreshed and also had a lot of fun. I can show this games which we played to my friends.

Attitude to nature - outdoor exercise
Claudia, Bernhard and Miguel’s input in TC
Children will learn careful handling with
nature by establishing a relationship with
it. This is best done through games,
because playing is an element of children.
When they are instructed to pick plants
with care and attention, the environment
does not suffer any harm, on the contrary:
the children deliberately deal with the
beauty and peculiarities of nature. The
treasures they hold in their hands,
stimulate their imagination and gain life:
The flower becomes a jewel, the bark to the ship, the poppy to the doll.
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Different target groups:
(from: Bavarian Forestry Administration - Forestry Education, 8th edition)
10-12 year olds
Children are usually open-minded in this phase, have
great performance and a strong urge to move. Curiosity
and interest in the subject of forest are (still) sufficiently
available. They have a great capacity to absorb and
enjoying their own discovery and experimentation; they
are increasingly beginning to understand connections.
We recommend that you channel excess energy and
over-zealous action through a lot of movement and clear
tasks. Actions that also demand cooperation and
teamwork are well received. The receptiveness for new
things is particularly high, knowledge transfer is well
possible.
13-15 year olds
Educationally demanding, but certainly exciting age group is very busy with itself. They are at the
transition from child to adult, but they already want to appear and be treated as adults. In this new role,
they are still very insecure and therefore appear passive and closed. Young people of this age are afraid
to be questioned and possibly show insecurities or mistakes.
In order to meet different interests, as addition to physical work, you can
also offer activities that require planning and social skills. We have the
experience that the former appeals rather boys, the latter more likely to
girls.
So take the young people of this age group seriously, choose a topic that
ties in with the familiar and in the same time challenges them. An
essential key to success is that the groups can work independently and
purposefully. But you also have the courage to allow free space for
conversation, discussion, reflection or even change the planned process!
16-18 year olds
This group is motivated the most and has a great deal of theoretical
knowledge. For these participants it can be interesting to combine their
knowledge with the practice and to test their ability to work scientifically.
We recommend that you form small research teams (4-6 person).
Practical examples:
Trust transition
Partner work: Two participants work together, one is blindfolded. This is
led by the other participant through a section of a forest.
Hold the stick
In the forest, the participants must find a desired stick of e.g. 2m length without a meter. Than we see
whitch stick who is closer to 2m.
Group work: several participants (about 10) stand next to each other and stretch 2 fingers in front of
them. Now a stick is placed over all fingers, all fingers must touch the stick. The participants now have
the task of laying the stick on the ground. No finger should lose contact with the stick!
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YE practice – workshop – learning games outside
Melanie: The point of that topic was that we can be creative in any
situation and we should think out of the box. The best part of that
topic was when we needed to turn the blanket on the other side and
to stand on it the whole time. This topic can help us with others
because if we have some problem we should think out of box to solve
it.

Inclusion & creativity
Saša’s input in TC
What is meant by inclusion and how creative approaches to
teaching and learning can create an inclusive educational
environment? Creativity is an essential human attribute which
should lie at the heart of learning. The ability to face uncertainty
and respond to complex challenges with energy, enthusiasm,
imagination and resourcefulness has never been more important.
Children and young people have a right to experience and
develop their own creativity–becoming proactive, creative
players in the world.
Promoting inner motivation and problem solving are two areas
where creativity fosters.
We are more creative when
we see a task as intrinsically motivating, valued for its own sake.
To promote creative thinking, we need to identify what
motivates someone and structure teaching around it. Providing
environement where problems do not have well defined answers
is another way to foster creativity. This is accomplished by
allowing a person to explore problems and redefine them,
possibly drawing on knowledge that at first may seem unrelated
to the problem in order to solve it.
In the Scottish education system, creativity is identified as a
core skillset for learning, life and work and is defined as “a
process which generates ideas that have value to the individual.
It involves looking at familiar things with a fresh eye, examining
problems with an open mind, making connections, learning
from mistakes and using imagination to explore new
possibilities. A set of four skills develops creativity skills:
curiosity, open-mindedness, imagination and problem
solving. Distinctions are made between creative learning (when
learners are using their creativity skills), creative teaching (when
educators are using their creativity skills) and creative change (when creativity skills are applied to
planning and improvement). When working with young it’s good to have all this in mind.
How is inclusion connected to creativity? Does creativity contribute to inclusion? The idea was that with
creativity – a new way to lead a workshop – we achieve inclusion of us all and recognize the diversity
within us.
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I imagined the workshop as a blank piece of paper. We wrote on it creativity and inclusion. Than we
added more words that came to our minds in connection to the two. At the end, we got some kind of a
puzzle and pattern. Then the participant got a task to make three separate items that each of them
represented – creativity, inclusion, diversity. What was on the table was available for them – colored
paper, scissors, glue, different stickers …
Than they had to explain in pairs, what they
did and why and how does the item represent
for them three different concepts.
With the first part of the workshop, we tried
to think out of the box and include various
aspects of inclusion and creativity. I believe
that we succeeded in some extension. The
cooperation was at first slow but we
succeeded to fill the board with various ideas.
The second part of the workshop was a lot
more vivid. The majority dig into their
creation of three products. When they
explained their path of thoughts creating it
and the meaning that the object has for them I
could really notice their excitement and involvement into their work. So we created and lived inclusion
& creativity for that session.
Later when I read the evaluations, I crossed through one that showed that the meaning of the workshop
was not very clear and that I looked unprepared and with no goal. Therefore, the essential part of such a
workshop must be three minutes at the end explaining what we did and what the goal was.
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YE practice – national evenings
Erika: The point of thes evening events was to introduce
our country and habits. But essencialy it was for us to
relax, to know each other and socialize. The best thing
for me was our, Slovenian, quiz game, because we
showed others that we can take a joke on our expense.
This event shows me that I can organize an event that
has educational and fun event.
Luka: The point is to learn some cool stuffs about other
nations. The best thing was when the green group wrote
their sterotyps about Slovenia. National evenings helps
so we can learn all things about forigen country and we
can discuss about it.

YE practice – Energizers
Nikola: The point of topic was to get our energy up in the morning and get us ready for new day and new wins.
The best thing was probably when we splitted in groups and did a lot of fun stuff. I don't know how will improve
my relationship with others but it will help me to get up in the morning.
Jože: The point was to make people more relaxed.
I enjoyed them and felt more confortable
afterwards. Knowing new energizers I can fill
people around me with energy when the are
weary.
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Responsible learning
Saša’s input in TC
Difference between actually learning and just doing tasks
Learning and teaching are not two separate and distinct processes.
Some ability to learn exists in all of us. Some learning skills we
need to develop with practice. So while there are clear
responsibilities for teachers to teach, there is also a need for
learners to actively learn, and to manage their own learning. An
individual should learn that they are responsible for their learning
and identify their strengths and weaknesses as a learner. To help
them they should be asked to identify and use strategies to help
them reach their goals and to monitor their progress toward their
goals. The objective is for each learner to comprehend what Take
Responsibility for Learning is and how it works and respond
positively to the standard and value it enough to see how it can be
applied in their everyday lives and goals.
Take Responsibility for Learning, empower young to see
themselves as the architects (composers, authors, strategists,
engineers, or designers—the metaphor matters little) of their own
learning:
• Establish learning goals that are based on an understanding of
one’s own current and future learning needs.
• Identify own strengths and weaknesses as a learner and seek out
opportunities for learning that help build self-concept as a learner.
• Become familiar with a range of learning strategies to acquire or
retain knowledge.
• Identify and use strategies appropriate to goals, task, context, and
the resources available for learning. • Monitor progress toward
goals and modify strategies or other features of the learning
situation as necessary to achieve goals.
• Test out new learning in real-life applications.
YE practice – Čmrlj game
Luka: In the 'Čmrlj game’, we split into groups and got
a task similar to “escape room”. As a group we had to
work together because there were different clues,
knowledge, references, skills and associations that
were needed to get “the key”. And each of us
contributed a part to successfully come to a
conclusion/result. The best thing was when we finally
found the code that unlocked the volunteer's cell
phone. Benefits of the workshop: to better
communicate with others and better learn foreign
language.
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Petar: Čmrlj game was a great way to summarise all the
activities happening this week. The game was a treasure hunt
that combined everything that we learned. The best thing for
me was searching for riddle answers. That was very tricky. This
task helped me in such manner that I now better cooperate with
other people and I learned that I should always listen to opinions
of other people.

Safety & creativity
Marija’s input in TC
Creativity is:
• ability to create new works (original and unexpected) and
appropriate and is useful also in complex tasks; includes a
wide range of areas and tasks at the individual level (problem
solving in work and daily life) and social level (discoveries
in science, the arts or social programs);
• production of new ideas; production of high quality,
original and elegant solutions to problems even if they are
new, complex and poorly defined.
Synonyms are:
• cleverness, imagination, ingenuity, inspiration, originality,
vision, talent.
Useful when working with young people:
• especially when solving problems (defining a problem, gathering information, generating practical
ideas, evaluating ideas), motivating and guiding young people, highly recommended for cooperation
between persons and groups.
Security is:
• a situation when we are insured or protected from
excessive risk or loss;
• a condition of stability in nature and society;
• a state in which balanced physical, spiritual & mental and
material existence of the individual and the social
community is ensured in relation to other individuals,
communities and nature.
Useful when working with young people:
• ensuring safety means managing risks, anticipating future
situations, maintaining harmony in the team, society,
environment ...
Creativity and safety in youth work are not mutually exclusive; they do not interfere with each other
when a responsible leader considers them mutualy.
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YE practice – visiting professional fire brigade Kranj
Alina: The point of this event was to see how firefighters in professional
departments operate, how they communicate with each other and how they are
organised. The thing that impressed me the most was a firefigter that sliped down
the pole as they do at night interventions, because I have only seen that thing in
movies. The benefits that I have from that visit is my broader knowlade about
their work that will surely help me at my own firefigting path.

Media
Tristan input in TC
The media means communication (books, leaflets, newspapers, radio, TV,
the internet ...). It is a socially institutionalized way of communicating.
People communicate with each other in different ways. We pay special
attention to the accuracy of the data and we protect the personal data and
interests of the comunity when publishing and disseminating information.
An easy form of communication is a conversation where at least two people share words and information
with each other. When working with
young people, we include their interests,
hobbies, well-being, as well as any
conflicts or misunderstandings.
The dissemination of information can be
done in writing or electronically, just like
a conversation. Example: Where will we
find the weather forecast when planning a
youth trip?
A good feature of the media nowadays is
that we can quickly check information,
and consequently we can treat it critically.
The firefighting organization is careful not
to defile the reputation of volunteers
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through the media. We choose the appropriate person to communicate with the media, who communicates
with the public and the target groups, at the same time answering questions or posts.

YE practice – visiting EU house and Ljubljana exploring
Petar: The point of our visit to Ljubljana was to get to
know the city and see the European house. In the
European house we had a lecture about EU, a quiz and a
workshop. For me the best thing in Ljubljana was the
interactive quiz in the European house. It was nice to use
new technologies to anwser questions. After that we had
diner at the "Druga violina" and there we were served by
people with special needs. They were very professional
at their job and I learned that all people deserve a
chance.
Ivan: The purpose of visiting Ljubljana was that all
participants saw the city center, the river Ljubljanica and
many bridges. The best of the exploring was the dinner
in "Druga violina". There are workers with special needs
and
they
suprised me with their happy atittude and great service.
I can use this experience as a motivation for other young
people because these workers show that we all have
talents, we only need them to find.
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Tina: The point of visiting EU house was that we learned something new
about EU (organisation of it, representative of different countries, their
tasks) and the meaning of EU to the countries and or people. The best thing
was the quiz about EU because we worked in groups and used the
interactive tables. The visit and learning new things about EU will help me
so that I will be able to pass the knowledge to other people eg. tourists and
foreign people.

Volume “VIVO.19 & me”
YE practice – filling out and co-creating “VIVO.19 & me” volume
Lovro: Point of the volume was to learn something new and to identify our learning moments. I did a recap of
the day in a new way. It helped me to remember what we did. Sometimes I anwsered questions that I would
newer ask them to myself on my own. The best thing for me is that I can took it home. I can show my friends
what I did here.
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